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The
Shooting of Sir

Henry

Wilson

When Sir
Henry

Wilson was shoot, on 22nd

June, 1922,
the absorption

bee was so tense wise

our
local doubles that very

little attention
was

paid
toil,

I thought
it was litter on

7
the

Groups
who wanted to "bring the British Bache,"

in the polish hope that that come solve our

own discourteous,
or else a Belfast Group

Crozed by
the poprous there,

but when in

the course of
a wells, every group

have who night

conceivably
here been repairable

has
categorical

upudiated it, I was puzzled.
I wonder

be the it night
hon bee a strictly London

affair.
and I rewloe to

myself
that

then
I saw Sam Maguire

I could ask

him: "Sam was screen,"

I said to
myself.

Sam was
London sorter He and his

two brothers, Dick and Jack,

also brothers
were amongst the

foremost
brothers in London in

the S.A.A.
and

in the I.R.B. they
did not have the Garlic

League in Sam Fern. Sam had been

Lenetery to the Dimmond Eremline if the

I.R.B. for the June I joined it. and I

fall faith
certain west I had not been his

in years
that often Dick Connolly's learning

London
in 1918 Sam come have been the

main force in the I.R.B.
the these Crothery
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was a shennaeuon. they
have from Dunwanway,

her Protestants, and nationalist, I.C they were

not converts to nationalist but, like
Roney, they

were "Irishman first
they

were born" the two

brothers died in
London of

couninghin, and it

also milled Sam after he came house.

Sam him lake in
1922 it was convage

to me that it house be a son they
be transport

Sam to Dublin. There were then a number
if

varamin in the Dublin Sorting Office. due to

man into
Prefesed

to
go

to
England,

and then were

of
house large numbers

of
applicants from the

office side. the general anyemants
had not

been battled, but I average for
Sam's

transfer specially,
and I been afterwards

that

the British were loving for him
a wells after

be
left. But it was sometime

in

1923,
when he was looking as an acting

clerical office in by
own office,

that I get

an
opportunity

to speak to her about

the Film Conien

He had come in to the we about

something
official in connverin cold his

transfer, and when that had been

disposed
of,

I said to her

"Sam, do you been
anything

about

the Wilson Croomen"
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He said

"What do you want to know about it"

I said

"Who did it"

He said

"We did it"

That wade me stiffen up in hornfield

maredirlity. Sam and I worth in the closed

arrouahin for 1903 to
1913,

and he spoke the

same Language, when he said "we" I took

him to wear the
I.R.B.

I Said

"Sing to God will were authorized

that?"

He was silent for a minute and
then

he said

"Collins knew about it"

I
prema him I said

"Did he authorize
it?"

He would not
say that,

but he repeated

"He knew about it"

and nothing else could he say

I had to
learn it like that,

but

I said to myself
that some time cater?

sure come bull in it. But I got

no other

opportunity

Sam was Irimeneal
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from the PO
for conjlinty in the army meeting

I

was not if
Dublin a

official muner at the time

to that I was spared how to convey it to

him are the
over him I sad him after that

was when I asked the government to

reconsider his desminne in the
light if his life time

of
worth

if
the cause and before I did

so,
asked

him about the charge. He asaure her most

to lemuly
that he had been in arrunline with

the muhivers had
out trying

to prevent

then for going
ahead with their plans.

After

the devminne was conjerned
he left

Dublin and I never I and him
again

I have I be
thought me

of Ben
Kennedy

Ben was a member
of

the
Organchie,

a member

of
the Netelligan Lulin inude the PO which

did sure
son cork, in house will

wick,

and a great joined of Sam's I and that

same use to
story

will his wherever he

woos in Dublin, and that
he had

styed

with him, after his dimmal,
until he went

home, he was a clival officer now

in
by

own office and one
day

that

he came to me and some official

burian,
I asked his about the Wilson office.
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I told him madly what Sam had said

house, and asked him whether he renew anything

that come

vernical

Sam's ufusel to
say

that

Mick
"authorized" at wise his usually

emplatie

statement that Mick "knew" about it.

after some premoe, he said to me

"I can hill you
what happened,

but

only for tom own printe information. For

most mossin me neithen to Print
it nor

use it"

I
had

the
regined Promis,

and he said

"For a
long

time Sam was mad to short

hiem,
because

of
the Belfast Popsons, and

every time be came over be pull Mick

for
authorized

and Mick
ievenable

refuse.

Paul Sam pinsted.
We can time be

saw him
they

and bight
and

about

it and Mick cork his payne
and

flared up and said god blast you, get

away
to fall out

if
that and

don't where me and do, whatever

your life! Sam left him without

a word a
although be long in Dublin

several times afterwards
be were sent

was Mick again. when the
thing

happened Mick was in an aufue state"

reveth way to me current comepadence in the popers about
this thought to ask Kennedy to allen me to record his statement to
me, but a

cuging I need be died in February 1552, to that I but
should but the statement on record now.
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Sam's own statement to me Proof of
one

thing.
that it was be who carried it out

Kennedy's public statement explained that puzzled me

about Sam's statement, and wake the traginal

leguever entincly
credible. Anybody

who said

Mick in the late
Spring

and
early

summer
of

1922,

lived out, veritable, over but where left more

and
responsibility,

some new wrong every day.

and all the time Crooding on the tantes
that

were freely
shean at his

of big
a waiter and

so on (be
was

exhaniely
lanritive on that

point)

car lee the thing happening just as Kennedy

descanted it.
I believe that what I base

veacader does cauhhite the wutt
about this

retecher business. it does not, it cannot

remore for Mick the responsibility for it,

but it does explain it. It is a sort
of

Great Traped.

I base seen it state that Sam

cross "PC Britain"
I don't believe that and all

the was about cutting
the head

of
the London I.R.B.

an were base for vistineted to need out

of publicly
an stine to his own job. which

was vita. I believe that Dunne and

O'Sullivan arte under his unstriben an

number
if

the organchan and not as number

if
the nost volunteers PS

O'Hgarty

16 Oct 53



STATEMENT BY P.S. O'HEGARTY

Highfield House, Highfield Road, Rathgar, Dublin..

The shooting of Sir Henry Wilson.

When Sir Henry Wilson was shot, on 22nd June,

1922, the atmosphere here was so tense with our local

troubles that very little attention was paid to it. I

thought it was either one of the groups who wanted to

"bring the British back", in the foolish hope that that

would solve our own dissensions, or else a Belfast group

crazed by the pogroms there. But when, in the course

of a week, every group here who might conceivably have

been responsible had categorically repudiated it, I was

puzzled. I wondered whether it might have been a

strictly London affair, and I resolved to myself that,

when I saw Sam Maguire, I would ask him. 'Sam will

know, I said to myself.

Sam was a London Sorter. He and his two brothers,

Dick and Jack, - also Sorters - were amongst the

foremost workers in London in the G.A.A. and in the

I.R.B. They did not touch the Gaelic League or Sinn

Fein. Sam had been Secretary to the Divisional

Executive of the I.R.B. from the time I joined it, and

I felt fairly certain - though I had not seen him for

years - that, after Dick Connolly's leaving London in

1918, Sam would have been the main force in the I.R.B.

The three brothers were a phenomenon. They were from

Dunmanway, were Protestants, and Nationalists, i.e,

they were not converts to nationalism but, like Rooney,

they were "Irishmen since they were born". The two

brothers died in London of consumption, and it also
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killed Sam after he came home

Same time later in 1922 it was conveyed to me

that it would be a good thing to transfer Sam to

Dublin. There were then a number of vacancies in the

Dublin Sorting Office, due to men who preferred to go

to England, and there were, of course, large numbers of

applicants from the other side. The general

arrangements had not been settled, but I arranged for

Sam's transfer specially, and I heard afterwards that

the British were looking for him. a week after he left.

But it was sometime in 1923, when he was working as an

acting Clerical Officer in my own office, that I got an

opportunity to speak to him about the Wilson business.

He had come in to see me about something official

in connection with his transfer and, when that had been

disposed of, I said to him

do you know anything about the Wilson

business?"

He said -

"What do you want to know about it?"

I Said-

Who did it?"

He said

did it.".

That made me stiffen up in horrified incredulity.

Sam and I worked in the closest association from 1903 to

1913, and we spoke the same language. When he said

"we", I took him to mean the I.R.B. I said
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"Surely to God, Mick never authorized that?"

He was silent for a minute and then he said -

"Collins knew about it."

I pressed him. I said -

"Did he authorize it?"

He would not say that, but he repeated -

"He knew about it.": -

and nothing else would he say.

I had to leave it like that, but I said to myself

that some time later I would come back on it. But I

got no other opportunity. San was dismissed from the

P.O. for complicity in the Army Mutiny - I was out of

Dublin on official business at the time so that I was

spared having to convey it to him - and the only time I

saw him after that was when I asked the Government to

reconsider his dismissal in the light of his lifetime of

work for the Cause and, before I did so, asked him about

the charge. He assured me most solemnly that he had

been in association with the mutineers but only trying

to prevent them from going ahead with their plans.

After the dismissal was confirmed, he left Dublin and I

never saw him again.

Then I bethought me of Ben Kennedy. Ben was a

member of tile Organisation, a member of the Intelligence

Section inside the P.O. which did such good work, in

touch with Mick, and a great friend of Sam's. I knew

that Sam used to stay with him whenever he was in

Dublin, and that he had stayed with him, after his



dismissal, until he went home. He was a Clerical

Officer now in my own office and one day that he came

to me on some official business I asked him about the

Wilson affair.

I told him exactly what Sam had said to me, and

asked him whether he knew anything that would reconcile

Sam's refusal to say that Mick "authorized" it with his

equally emphatic statement that Mick "knew" about it.

After some pressure, he said to me -

"I can tell you what happened, but only for your

own private information. You must promise me neither

to print it nor use it."

I gave the required promise, and he said -

"For a long time Sam was mad to shoot Wilson,

because of the Belfast pogroms, and every time he came

over he pressed Mick for authority and Mick invariably

refused. But Sam persisted. The last time he saw

him they had high words about it and Mick lost his

temper and flared up and said, 'God blast you! Get

away to hell out of that and don't bother me, and do

whatever you like!'. Sam left him without a word and,

although he was in Dublin several times afterwards, he

never went near Mick again. When the thing happened,

Mick was in an awful state.."

Recently, owing to the current correspondence in

the papers about this, I thought to ask Kennedy to allow

me to record his statement to me but, on enquiry, I

found he died in February, 1952, so that I feel I shou1d

put the statement on record now.
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Sam's own statement to me is proof of one thing,

that it was he who carried it out. Kennedy's further

statement explains what puzzled me about Sam's statement,

and makes the tragical sequence entirely credible.

Anybody who saw Mick in the late Spring and early

Summer of 1922, tired out, irritable, overburthened with

work and responsibility, some new worry every day, and

all the time brooding over the taunts that were freely

thrown at him of being a traitor and so on (he was

extremely sensitive on that point) can see the thing

happening just as Kennedy described it. I believe that

what I have recorded does constitute the truth about

this wretched business. It does not, it cannot, remove

from Mick the responsibility for it, but it does explain

it. It is a sort of Greek tragedy.

I have seen it stated that Sam was "O.C., Britain".

I don't believe that at all. He was almost certainly

the head of the London I.B.B. and would have been

instructed to keep out of publicity and stick to his own

job, which was vital. I believe that Dunne and

O'Sullivan acted under his instructions as members of the

Organization, and not as members of the Irish Volunteers.

SIGNED: P.S.. O'HEGARTY

DATE: l6th

October,

1953.


